trated these common features in his own style. We do not suggest that the examples of de Chirico's work discussed here are illustrations of his migraine attacks as are those from the national migraine art competition. Rather, we propose that de Chirico used his experiences of classical migraine as one of the sources of inspiration for his paintings.
Hallucinatory inspiration
Visual migrainous hallucinations have provided inspiration for others. Charles Dodgson, better known as Lewis Carroll, is known to have suffered from migraine and is thought to have used his migrainous disturbances of body image as inspiration for Alice's Adventures in Wonderland.'0 Atkinson and Appenzeller described a patient who had migraine who painted her complex visual hallucinations. " Hildegard of Bingen , a nun and mystic, had countless visions that she not only described but also illustrated. Her migraine "visions" have been reviewed by Singer'2 and Sacks. It is of interest in our context that she thought that the visions were of divine origin, as de Chirico too seemed to interpret his as privileged revelations of another reality.
The symptoms acknowledged by de Chirico, taken with the evidence from his writings and confirmed by independent contemporary comments, suggest that he suffered from migrainous visual hallucinations. The evidence from some of his prints and paintings, when they are compared with those of other migraineurs, suggests that de Chirico used these hallucinations as a source for some of the more striking details of his work. The subjects for Preti's frescos were supplied by 18 episodes from the life of St John the Baptist, together with a great allegory of the Order over the main entrance. To flank the high windows he painted a series of saints and heroes of the Order, among whom was Blessed Adrian Fortescue, martyred under Henry VIII.
After finishing this work Mattia Preti lived another 33 years in Malta making brief visits to his birth place and other parts of the mainland. He was enormously active and productive, not only enriching several of Malta's finest churches but also sending to Italy a stream of his best works on canvas. When of advanced age, Preti was wounded by his barber on a scar over his right cheek which "festered into gangrene" causing two years of agony before he succumbed on 3 January 1699. In his will he bequeathed the proceeds from many of his paintings to the poor, towards whom he had always been bounteous. He was buried with due pomp opposite the sacristy of St John's under a tombstone (fig 1) Many doctors take up stamp collecting and a major attraction is that you are instantly available to deal with an emergency as your hands are clean (1). The popular image of a stamp collector as an elderly gentleman seated at a table, magnifying glass in hand (2) as he pores over little bits of paper, is far from true. People of every age collect stamps and there are probably as many women as men. All governments produce postage stamps illustrating countless different topics for a variety of reasons, and because of the vast number of stamps issued annually it is impossible to collect them all. So it is wise to confine collecting to a chosen country or theme-topical or thematic collecting.
The subject depicted on the stamp is the attraction and the choice is legion. Favourites are birds (3), plants (4), flowers (5), animals (6), ships (7), space (8), famous paintings (9), etc. Even famous fictional detectives (10) have appeared on stamps. My original theme was skulls (11).I This was later expanded to anatomical drawings (12), then well known children's stories (13), and more recently to the stamping out of infectious diseases (14) . 2 Collecting stamps portraying Nobel prize winners is a popular theme for collectors (15). The subject is clearly defined and not too extensive. But it is difficult to discover whether some winners have ever appeared on stamps let alone to track them down-particularly when a country with no apparent connection with a prize winner portrays them on one of its stamps. The hunt adds to the fun.
Nobel and his prize Alfred Nobel (16), 1833-96, the Swedish industrialist, explosives chemist, and inventor, endowed his fortune to fund a foundation whose income was to be "distributed annually in the form ofprizes to those who during the preceding year conferred the greatest benefit on mankind." The document outlined five fields of endeavour-physics, chemistry, physiology or medicine, literature, and peace. Nobel's will concluded with the admonition that the most worthy be rewarded "whether he be Scandinavian or not."
Nobel made his money originally by prospecting for oil in Baku, Russia, and later by manufacturing dynamite-he patented its manufacture in 1867.
Nobel chose the Karolinska Institute, which was founded by the Swedish doctor Jons Jacob Berzelius (17), 1779-1848, to award the prize for physiology or medicine. Berzelius is considered to be the founder of inorganic chemistry-in 1840 he isolated biliverdin which he mistook for chlorophyl. Previously he had discovered the elements cerium, selenium, and thorium (by 1880, 22 of the 68 elements then known had been discovered in Sweden), and he assigned the actual symbols that we still use for them today. In 1806 Berzelius wrote prophetically:
Of all the sciences contributing to medicine, chemistry is the primary one and apart from the general light it throws on the entire art of healing, it will soon give some of its branches a perfection such as one never could have anticipated.
The Nobel peace prize is awarded by the Norwegian parliament-Norway was united with Sweden when Nobel died-the physics and chemistry prizes by the Swedish Academy of Sciences (Berzelius was its secretary from 1818-48), and the literature prize by the Swedish Academy. As part of its tercentennial celebrations in 1968 follows: 1982-nuclear physics; 1983-chemistry; 1984-physiology; 1985-literature; 1986-peace; 1987-astrophysics 
